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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AT LARGE SCALE OF SEVERAL

CONFIGURATIONS OF AN NACA SUBMERGED AIR INTAKE

By Norman J. Martin and Curt A. Holzhauser

SUMMARY

An investigation of an NACA submerged air intake was conducted on
a full--scale model of a flghter--type airplane. This study was made to
determine the large--scale aerodynamic characteristics of a submerged
air intake proposed as the result of small--scale tests and to compare
the pressure-recovery characteristics of the large-and small--scale
installations. Additional tests were made to determine the effect

on pressure recovery of a systematic variation of ramp divergence.

The data obtained at various angles of attack and inlet--velocity
ratios indicated the same favorable characteristics for the inlet that

have been noted at small scale. The maximum values of entrance pressure
recovery were high (92 percent for the full--scale inlet without

deflectors), and the variation of pressure recovery with angle of attack
and inlet--velocity ratio was small. Pressure recoveries measured with

the full--scale model were approximately 9 percent higher than those
measured with the small--scale model. It is shown that differences of

boundary--layer thickness could account for 3 percent of this amount.

The tests in which the amount of ramp divergence was systematically
varied indicated that varying the ramp divergence had only a small
effect on the magnitude of the maximum pressure recovery measured at

the entrance, but markedly changed the inlet--velocity ratio for maximum
recovery. This change of inlet-velocity ratio resulted in higher maxi-
mum pressure recoveries after diffusion for the curved-divergent ramps
than for the parallel--walled ramp.

An analysis of the data indicated that the use of deflectors on
this model was not advantageous; the effect of an increased pressure
recovery being outweighed by the external drag increment.

INTRODUCTION

The performance of a Jet--powered or jet-assisted airplane depends
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upon the efficiency attained in supplying air to the Jet engine.
Several types of inlets are capable of efficiently supplying air to
a Jet engine but have one or more of the following disadvantages:

1. A ducting system which severely handicaps the internal
arrangement of the airplane

2. Large external drag increments

3. Insufficient area to handle the large quantities of air

required for Jet engines

In an effort to overcome these disadvantages with a minimum
sacrifice of efficiency, submerged inlets were developed, and the
results of experimental investigations of these inlets are presented
in references 1 and 2. These references show the results of varying
the many design parameters of NACA submerged inlets and the use of
these results in design procedure. These results were obtained at
small scale using a submerged entrance installed in one of the walls
of a small wlnd--tunnel test section. A need for investigation of
such inlets at large scale was apparent. Presented herein are the
results of an investigation of the design parameters at large scale
of an NACA submerged inlet installed on a model of a fighter--type
airplane in the Ames 40--by 80--foot wind tunnel. The scope of the
present investigation included the determination of the pressure--
recovery characteristics of this submerged installation and the
comparison of these characteristics with results obtained from
small--scale tests of a similar air intake. In addition, tests were
made to determine the effect on pressure recovery of a systematic
variation of ramp divergence. Pressure-distribution measurements
were also made from which critical Mach numbers of the various

configurations were predicted.

SYMBOLS

angle of attack referred to fuselage center llne, degrees

a velocity of sound, feet per second

A duct area, square feet

d duct depth, inches

CD drag coefficient _

AC D change in drag coefficient

CONFIDENTIAL
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H total pressure [p + q (i+_)] , pounds per square foot

Z_H loss in total pressure, pounds per square foot

D drag of airplane, pounds

M Mach number (V/a)

m mass flow through duct (pAV), slugs per second

p static pressure, pounds per square foot

P pressure coefficient (P--Po_
\qo #

0 mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

q dynamic pressure _2_0V_, pound per square foot

S wing area, square feet

V velocity, feet per second

w duct width, inches

y distance above fuselage surface, inches

z ramp width at beginning of ramp, inches

8o,ooo " " ")

8 boundary--layer thickness (distance from the fuselage where the
velocity differs by 1 percent from the outer velocity at that
station), inches

ramp divergence [(1 --w_1)x i00], percent

Sub script s

o free stream

i duct entrance (duct station l)

2 assumed compressor inlet (duct station 2)

or critical

CONFIDENTIAL
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Parameters

ram-recovery ratio
Ho--po

VI inlet--velocity rat io
V o

nD internal duct efficiency _HI-TI_ or i ql (l+nl)

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL AND APPARATUS

The submerged entrance was located in one side of a full--scale
model of a jet--propelled fighter airplane. The center of the sub-
merged entrance was located 16 percent of the wing root chord
forward and 21 percent of the wing root chord above the leading edge
of the wing--fuselage juncture. A general view of the model mounted

in the tunnel is shown in figure i. A schematic drawing showing the
general arrangements, instrumentation, and principal dimensions is
presented in figure 2. Fuselage nose coordinates are presented in
figure 3.

The geometrical characteristics of the submerged-entrance
configurations are shown in figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. These character--
istics can be defined by means of the following five parameters:

1. Width--to-depth ratio - the ratio of duct entrance width to
entrance depth

2. Lip shape -- the profile of the entrance lip

3. Distribution of ramp shape -- the variation, with percent
ramp length, of the nondimensional ordinates defining
the ramp plan form

4. Ramp angle -- the angle between the floor of the ramp and
the extension of the fuselage contour line

5. Ramp divergence --a function of the ratio of the ramp
width at the beginning of the ramp to the width of the
duct entrance [(i _ z__) × i00], percent

Wl
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For all the configurations tested, the entrance area and the
width--to-depth ratio were held constant at 0.667 square feet and
3.8, respectively. The lip shape, as shown in figure 6_ was the
same for all configurations. The distribution of ramp shape was
fixed; that is, at any station, given in percent of the total length,
the ratio of the ordinate to the maximum ordinate was constant. T_

shape distribution was related to the divergence in that the maximum
ordinate was taken as the percent divergence, thus the ordinates for
any divergence will be a constant percentage of the ordinates for
lO0--percent divergence.

For the series of plan forms shown in figure 4, the divergence
was held constant at 91.7 percent, and the ramp length was varied
such that ramp angles of 5°, 7°, and 9--1/2° were obtained. These plan
forms, referred to herein as the standard curved-diverging ramp plan

forms, have the same plan form as the curved-diverging ramp plan
forms found to be satisfactory at small scale (reference 1). For the
series of plan forms shown in figure 5, the ramp angle was held constant
at 7°, and the divergence was varied from 0 percent (parallel walls) to
a maximum of 98.7 percent.

Deflectors were constructed for the 7° and 9-1/2 ° ramps with
standard divergence. The deflector coordinates are shown in
figure 8. The design of the deflectors was based on shapes found
to be satisfactory from tests on a small--scale model. (See
reference 3.) Views showing the deflectors installed on the model
are shown in figure 9.

The entrance station (duct station l) was located 6-1/2 inches
aft of the submerged--lip leading edge. The duct was of constant
area from a station 3--1/2 inches forward to a station 3 inches aft
of the entrance station. The pressure recovery was measured at the
entrance station by 162 equally spaced total--pressure tubes and 25
static--pressure tubes. (See fig. lO.)

The rake used to measure pressure recovery at an assumed com-
pressor inlet of the jet engine (duct station 2) contained 96 equally
spaced total--pressure tubes and 40 static-pressure tubes. The ratio
of duct area at this compressor station to area at the entrance was
1.52.

Total--pressure rakes were used to measure boundary--layer
thickness on the basic fuselage. The basic fuselage contours were
obtained by replacing the ramp and entrance by a filler block. The
basic fuselage with the boundary--layer rakes installed is shown in
figure ii.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Static pressure distributions along the ramp and over the lip

contours were obtained by means of flush orifices located along the

center line of the ramp and center line of the lip inner and outer

surfaces. (See fig. 6 for lip orifice stations.) Additional static

pressure distributions over the lip inner and outer surfaces were

obtained withsimilar flush orifices located 25 percent of the duct

width (4-3/4 in.) from the center line of the duct.

Total-pressure tubes, used in obtaining ram recovery, were

connected to an integrating water-in--glass manometer which provided

an arithmetic mean value of loss of total pressure. Individual tube

readings of this integrating manometer and all other manometers were

recorded photographically.

The internal--flow system included an axial--flow fan which was

necessary to provide the desired range of inlet--velocity ratios.

Flow control was obtained by varying the speed and direction of

rotation of the motors. The quantity of internal air flow was

computed from the readings of 20 equally spaced total--pressure tubes

and 8 static--pressure tubes at the air outlet.

TESTS

In order to evaluate the effect of entrance conditions on the

duct losses, the internal duct efficiency was determined prior to
installation of the duct in the model. An entrance nozzle was

attached to the duct entrance in place of the ramp and lip to assure

satisfactory flow conditions at the entrance. The pressure losses

were measured at an assumed compressor inlet (duct station 2), using

the rake employed to measure pressure recovery at that station during
the tunnel tests.

The aerodynamic characteristics of the standard curved-diverging

ramp configurations, with and without deflectors, and of the 7° ramp

with no divergence were determined for a large number of flight

conditions. Data which included pressure-recovery characteristics

at the entrance and at the assumed compressor inlet, and pressure

distribution over the ramp and lip surfaces were obtained for an

inlet--velocity-ratio range of 0.2 to 1.6 and an angle-of-attack

range of --2° to 9°. These data were obtained at free-stream veloci-

ties of approximately ii0, 160, and 225 miles per hour to illustrate

the effects of Reynolds number. The entrance rake was removed from

the duct during measurements of pressure recovery at duct station 2.

Drag measurements were made to determine the incremental drag resulting
from the installation of deflectors.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The effect of varying the divergence of the 7° ramp was deter-
mined by making pressure-recovery measurements at the entrance
station throughout an inlet--velocity-ratio range of 0.2 to 1.6 with
the airplane at constant angle of attack (--2°) and with a constant
air-stream velocity of 160 miles per hour.

The effect of a thickened boundary layer on the pressure--recovery
oharacteristics measured at duct station 2 was investigated by thickening
_the boundary layer by means of a quarter--inch cotton rope wrapped
around the fuselage at station 27. The boundary-layer thickness was
determined on the basic fuselage at station 1_8.2_. Boundary-layer
measurements were made for both the normal and the thickened boundary-
layer conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reduction of Data

Throughout this report the pressure--recovery values considered
are those obtained from the arithmetic average of the total pressures
indicated by the various tubes. As shown in reference l, such values
are not exact since the true pressure recovery is also a function of
the mass flow at each point. For the subject tests the pressure--
recovery values obtained by using the arithmetic average readings
were lower than the values obtained by weighted integration of the
total pressures, the average deviation for a series of conditions
chosen at random being of the order of 2 percent with the maximum
deviation being _ percent. Since the arithmetic average values of
pressure recovery were conservative and their use in making compari-
sons and showing trends introduced only minor errors, it was felt
that the additional work required for the more exact reduction of the
data was not justified.

Measurements of entrance ram--recovery ratio at inlet--velocity
ratios below 0.4 were characterized by wide fluctuations; therefore,
values obtained at these low inlet--velocity ratios are not usable.
It is not known to what extent these fluctuations mayhave been
caused by the entrance characteristics or by the internal duct
characteristics. Similar fluctuations were not observed during the
small--scale tests (r_ferences 1 and 2) indicating that the disturb--
ance was caused by a poor characteristic of the ducting system, such
as the sudden expansion of the alr as it entered the blower or

pulsation of flow resulting from inadequate control of the flow
velocity at low inlet--veloclty ratios. Since pressure recovery after
diffusion did not show these fluctuations at low inlet-velocity

CONFIDENTIAL
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ratios, the data obtained at assumed compressor inlet (duct station 2)
together with the internal duct efficiency were used to determine the
entrance pressure--recovery variation in the low--inlet--velocity--ratio
range.

Pressure-Recovery Characteristics

Effect of inlet--velocity ratio on pressure recovery at constant.

angle of attack.-- The variation of entrance ram--recovery ratios

with inlet--velocity ratio is shown in figures 12(a) and (b) for all
ramp configurations tested. For clarity of presentation, the test
points were omitted from figure 12(b) and the exact values are given
in table i All data presented were obtained at a free--stream
velocity of approximately 160 miles per hour and at the angle of
attack, --2° , for zero lift. The data at other free--stream velocities

are not presented because of the close agreement with the data
presented.

It may be noted from figures 12(a) and (b) that changes of
ramp angle and ramp divergence had only a minor effect on the
magnitude of the maximum ram recovery at the entrance station The

main effect of increasing the ramp divergence with a fixed ramp angle
(fig. 12(b)) was to decrease the pressure recovery at inlet-velocity
ratios above 0.95 and to increase the pressure recovery at inlet-

velocity ratios below 0.75, resulting in a change of inlet--velocity
ratio at which the ram recovery was a maximum. For example, the
inlet--velocity ratio for maximum ram-recovery ratio was 0.50 for
the 7° ramp with 98.7--percent divergence compared to 1.60 for the 7°

ramp with no divergence. Increasing ramp angle similarly changed
the inlet-velocity ratio for maximum ram recovery, but to a
considerably lesser extent. As will be discussed later, this change
of inlet--velocity ratio for maximum ram recovery at the entrance

station is of importance with regard to the maximum ram recovery
at the assumed compressor inlet (duct station 2).

Aside from the effect of the ramp configuration on the maximum
ram--recovery characteristics at the entrance, there is also an

effect of the ramp configuration on the variation of ram recovery
with inlet--velocity ratio. Increasing the divergence reduced the
variation of ram-recovery ratio with inlet--velocity ratio over a

representative portion of the inlet--velocity--ratio range (0.4 to 1.6).
The variation of ram--recovery ratio was reduced from 0.16 for the

7° ramp with no divergence to 0.04 for the 7° ramp with 80--percent
divergence. Further increase of divergence did not result in any

CONFIDENTIAL
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appreciable change in the variation.

The variation of ram-recovery ratio measured at the assumed
compressor station (duct station 2) with inlet--velocity ratio is
presented in figure 13 for the _o, 7o and 9-1/2 ° ramps with standard
divergence and for the 7° ramp with no divergence. A comparison
of figures 12 and 13 illustrates that the effect of the diffuser on
pressure recovery of the dlvergent--type entrances was to reduce the
maximum ram-recovery ratio by 0.02 and •to change the Inlet--velocity
ratio for maximum recovery by only a negligible amount. However,
with the parallel--sided entrance, the diffuser reduced the maximum
ram-recovery ratio by 0.09 and changed the inlet--velocity ratio for
maxlmumrecovery from 1.6 to 0.8. Thus, with the maximum ram-
recovery ratio of the same magnitude at the entrance station for
the two different ramp plan forms having the same ramp angle (7°),
the divergent--type entrance had the advantage of a higher maximum
ram-recovery ratio after diffusion.

This advantage of higher over-all system efficiency is attribu-
table to the lower inlet--veloclty ratio at which the entrance ram--
recovery ratio for the dlvergent--type inlet is a maxlmumand the
consequent lower internal duct losses. As shown in figure 14, the
internal duct losses were a constant percentage of the entrance
dynamic pressure. In addition, as shown in figure l_, the entrance
conditions had only a minor effect on the internal duct efficiency.
As a result, the duct losses in terms of free-stream dynamic pressure
vary directly as the square of the inlet--velocity ratio. The internal
duct losses at maximum recoverywere, therefore, greater for the
parallel-slded inlet th_n for the divergent--type inlet. This point
is illustrated in figure 16. With a duct having an internal duct
efficiency of 91 percent, such as was used on the test installation,
the system using the paralled--sided inlet at the inlet--veloclty
ratio for maximum entrance ram recovery (1.6) incurs the high inter-
nal duct losses associated with high inlet--velocity ratios. However,
the use of the divergent--type inletwith high pressure recovery at
low Inlet--veloclty ratios, where internal duct losses are much
smaller, enables the over-all system efficiency to be higher at an
inlet--velocity ratio of 049 or less. With less efficient ducts,
such as are likely to be used, the advantage of the dlvergent--type
inlets would be greater.

It should be noted that the comparisons of the maximum recovery
values were made without regard to the fact that they occurred at
different quantities of flow. From a design standpoint, however,
comparisons should be made with the same rate of flow at the
compressor. The results of duct tests (reference 4) indicate that

CONFIDENTIAL
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the efficiency of the duct used for the subject tests approaches the
maximum that can be expected for a diffusing duct with high rates of
flow. An increase of the diffusion in the ducting system of the

parallel--sided inlet would be required to make the parallel--sided
inlet operate at an inlet--velocity ratio for maximum entrance ram
recovery and at the same time have a flow rate at the compressor
equal to that of the divergent--type inlet operating at an inlet-
velocity ratio for maximum entrance ram recovery. It follows that
this new duct would incur greater losses and would make the system
using a parallel-sided inlet have even greater losses than presently
shown.

Effect of an_le of attack on pressure recovery.-- The variation

of ram recovery with angle of attack is presented in figure 17 and
tables II and III. There was a small variation of ram--recovery ratio

with angle of attack throughout the investigated inlet--velocity--ratio

range. Two representative values of lift coefficient were CL = 0

at --2° angle of attack and CL = 0.93 at 9° angle of attack.

Effect of deflectors.- It is shown in figure 18 that the effect

of adding deflectors to the divergent--type intakes was to increase
the maximum ram--recovery ratio at the entrance by 0.04 (from 0.92 to
0.96 for the 7° ramp and 0.91 to 0.95 for the 9-1/2 ° ramp) and to
increase the inlet--velocity ratio at which maximum recovery was
obtained. The increased duct losses associated with the higher

inlet--velocity ratio resulted inthe deflectors effecting only a
O.O1 increase of maximum ram-recovery ratio (from 0.91 to 0.92 for

the divergent ramps) at duct station 2. The addition of deflectors
also resulted in an increase in ram-recovery ratio for inlet-velocity

ratios from approximately 0.55 to 1.40_ the maximum increase for
both ramps being 0.08 and occurring at an inlet--velocity ratio of
0.90 for the 7° ramp and 0.75 for the 9-1/2 ° ramp.

In contemplating the use of deflectors, the increase in ram
recovery and consequent increase in thrust output must be weighed
against the increased external drag that may be caused by deflectors.
The deflectors, shown in figure 9, form a protrusion on the fuselage
and cause additional external drag as shown in figure 19. (By use
of the blower, the internal drag, as defined in reference 5, was held
constant at a given inlet-velocity ratio for each configuration.)

The calculated effect of these deflectors on the propulsive

thrust of an airplane using two similarly located submerged inlets
to supply air to a turbojet engine is shown in the following table:

C0NF IDENTIAL
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Airplane speed
at sea level 350 400 450 500 550 600

(mph)
, ,l , . , , , , , JInlet--veloclty ratio 1.165 1.020 0.900 0.800 0.735 0.670

Increase in drag
Jet thrust available .020 .036 .061 .096 .132 .167

, |, ,

Increase in Jet thrust

Jet thrust available .013 .029 .040 .042 .039 .035
l

Thrust galn-drag increase
Jet thrust available --.007 --.007 --.021 --.054 --.093 --.132

The method of calculating the effect of deflectors on the net thrust
is presented in Appendix A and reference 6. As shown in the preceding
table_ the use of deflectors on this type of installation would result
in a decrease of propulsive thrust at all probable velocities of an
airplane using the present submerged inlets.

Effect of increased boundary--layer thlckness.-- The distribution

of ram recovery in the normal boundary layer and the thickened
boundary layer is shown in figure 20. The reduction of ram--recovery
ratio at the assumed compressor inlet caused by the thickening of
the boundary layer is shown in figure 21. It would be expected that
approximately the same reduction of ram recovery would be measured
at the entrance station, for, as shown previously, changes in pressure
recovery at the entrance had very little effect on the internal duct
efficiency.

Calculations indicate that the useof the empirical equation

l

/ = \ o-po-a -

la and b represent twodifferent boundary--layer conditions, and
h is defined as a height of an area of unit width in which the
complete loss of free--stream ram pressure is equivalent to the
integrated loss of total pressure in unit width of the boundary
layer, or

p8Ho_
h =_Jo Ho_Po_ dy

,, ,, ,
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will give a first approximation of the change in pressure recovery

due to thickening of the boundary layer. The values of h for the

normal and thickened boundary layers are 0,078 and 0.104, respectively.
A comparison of the calculated and measured changes in ram-recovery
ratio caused by thickening the boundary layer is given in the
following table for the 7° ramp with standard divergence:

z-Po

"c_alcuiated Measured
, I Ir , L

0.6 0.026 0.030
.8 .o26 .027

i.0 .026 .026
, . ,, , ,,

It is felt that the change in boundary--layer thickness produced
would be the maximum that would result from manufacturing irregulari-
ties; therefore, for entrance locations and body shapes similar to
the present model, the effect of mLuufacturing irregularities on
pressure recovery is of secondary importance.

Comparison with sm_ll-scale results.-- The similarity of the

pressure--recovery characteristics measured at the submerged entrance
of the full--scale model with those measured on the small--scale model

(reference l) can be seen in figure 22. Although the values of ram-

recovery ratio obtained with the full--scale model are approximately
percent higher than those obtained with the small--scale model, the

variation of pressure recovery with inlet--velocity ratio and with
configuration changes are very similar. Part of the increased
pressure recovery measured with the full--scale model is due to the

smaller boundary--layer thickness relative to the duct depth. (The
values of _ for the full--scale model and small--scale model were

0.078 and 0._ll2, respectively, accounting for 3.4 percent of the
increase in pressure recovery.) The remaining portion can probably
be accounted for by differences of loss distribution in the boundary
layers of the two models. (See fig. 20. )

Pressure Distribution and Critical Mach Number

Estimations of the critical Mach number characteristics of the

various parts of the submerged entrances were made from the peak
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negative pressure coefficients using the K_rm_n-Tsien method.
(See reference 7.) Although this method is not entirely applicable
to three-dimensional flow, it is believed that estimations of critical
Mach number using this method are conservative. Furthermore, it is
shown in reference _ that with a submerged inlet installation on a
model of a fighter airplane, Mach numbers as much as 0.0_ higher
than the maximum estimated critical Mach number of this report were
_eached without seriously affecting the pressure recovery or the drag.

Lip.-- Pressure distribution over the lip inner and outer surfaces
are presented in figure 23 and tables IV, V, VI, and VII. The varia-
tion of predictsd critical Mach number with inlet--velocity ratio at
the center line of the lip (fig. 24) indicates that the predicted
critical Mach number characteristics are very similar to those obtained
on the small--scale models even though minor differences of lip contour
existed. As was noted previously (reference 1), the ramp angle has a
large effect on the angle of flow approaching the lip. For the lip
tested, increasing the ramp angle increased the maximum critical Mach
number of the lip. It is possible that varying the lip incidence
would have increased the maximum critical Mach number with the lower

ramp angles without adversely affecting the pressure recovery.

Static pressure distribution measured over the inner and outer
surface at a distance of 2_ percent of the duct width on either side
of the lip center line indicated critical Mach numbers very similar
to those obtained at the lip center line and are, therefore, not
presented.

Ramp.-- Pressure distribution along the center line of the ramps

is presented in figure _ for one inlet--velocity ratio, 0.74. As
may be noted, the peak negative pressure coefficient occurs at the
beginning of the ramp. The measurements at other inlet--velocity
ratios showed that this pressure was independent of inlet--velocity
ratio. With a constant curvature at the beginning of the ramp, the
magnitude of this peak pressure is influenced by both the ramp angle
and the basic fuselage pressure field. Increasing the ramp angle
increases the difference between the peak pressure and the basic
fuselage static pressure at the beginning of the ramp. However, if
the smaller ramp angle with its attendant longer ramp results in
the beginning of the ramp being located in a region of higher
velocities, as was the case with the _o ramp, any gain in critical
Mach number reasonably expected by using a smaller ramp angle may be
nullified. This effect on the critical Mach number is shown in the

following table :

CONFIDENTIAL
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Configurat ion Mcr
L

5° ramp_ standard divergence 0.77

7° ramp, standard divergence _82

9--1/2° ramp, standard divergence .78

7° ramp, no divergence .82

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An experimental investigation at large scale of certain configu-
ration changes and parameters affecting the characteristics of NACA

submerged inlets indicates that the data obtained at large scale are
similar to the data obtained at small scale in the following respects:

1. There was good recovery of the free--stream ram pressure
(the maximum pressure recovery at the entrance being 92 percent for
the full--scale inlet without deflectors).

2. The variation of the entrance pressure recovery with both
inlet--velocity ratio and angle of attack waa small.

3. The maximum value of entrance pressure recovery was
essentially unaffected by changes of ramp--wall divergence.

4. Increasing the ramp-wall divergence decreased the inlet-
velocity ratio for maximum entrance pressure recovery3 resulting in
a higher maximum recovery after diffusion for the standard curved--
divergent ramp than for the parallel--walled ramp.

These similarities indicate that the data obtained at small scale

are satisfactory for design purposes.

The large--scale and small--scale results disagreed in the actual
magnitude of the pressure recoveries; the large--scale values were
generally about 5 percent higher. Of this amount, 3 percent was
accounted for by a simple approximation which considered the effects
on pressure recovery of the difference in boundary--layer thickness
between the two models.

It was noted that deflectors were also effective at large scale
in increasing the pressure recovery. Calculations indicated that

CONFIDENTIAL
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the associated external drag increase due to the deflectors out-
weighed the favorable effect of the increased pressure recovery.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Moffett Field, Calif.

APPENDIX A

Calculation of the Effect of Deflectors on

the Net Thrust of Airplane

Calculations were based on the assumption that an airplane of
275 square feet wing area was flying at sea level and twin submerged
air intakes with 7° standard curved-divergent ramps were supplying
air to a turbojet engine. The turbojet engine used in these calculations
had a military rated thrust of 3000 pounds at sea--level static condition
which required an air flow of 52 pounds per second. The effect of
changes of pressure recovery on the net thrust was calculated from
data presented in reference 6.

It was determined that changes of a_gle of attack to produce
lift coefficients necessary to maintain flight had negligible effects
on the increment of drag caused by the deflectors. Therefore, for
this analysis it was assumed that the drag increment varied with
inlet--velocity ratio as shown in figure 19 for the vaEious assumed
flight speeds.
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TABLE I.-- THE VARIATION OF EN/IqANCE RAM-RECOVERY RATIO WITH
INLET--VELOCITY RATIO FGR SEVERAL AMOUNTS OF

DIVERGENCE OF THE 7° RAMP

_=__o

Ramp Divergence
VI/Vo

8o% 96% 98.

0.12 ------ 0.557 0.598 0.712 0.777
•21 0.570 .630 .685 •787 .841 0.845
•40 •732 .782 •820 .871 •899 •897
.50 .798 .840 ,868 .894 .927 .933
•55 ...... •929 •930
•61 .851 .882 .901 .914 .926 •925
.70 .869 .892 .9Ol .906 .91o .911
•8_ .882 .891 .896 .891 .894

i. O1 .890 .889 .890 .885 .881 .878
1.21 .896 .894 .895 .889 .883 •878
i. 41 .905 .901 .901 .894 .882 .882
i. 56 .908 .904 .904 .894 ---- -- .882
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TABLE II.-- THE VARIATION OF ENTRANCE RAM-RECOVERY RATIO WITH
INLET--VELOCITY RATIO FOR SEVERAL ANGLES OF ATTACK

5° Ramp, Standard Divergence
iii _ i i iii _ i i i i .i,,

.... 0o
O.61 0 o913 0. 923 O. 913 0.889 O.838 O.774
.67 .920 °924 .911 .885 .839 .801
•74 .918 .917 .904 .879 .827 .799
.87 .906 •903 .8_2 .872 .822 .776

1.O0 .898 .899 .883 .873 .821 .754
i.20 .896 .894 .884 .866 .821 .740
1.40 .896 .893 .880 .866 .822 .732
1.60 .896 .895 i .883 .860 .820 .730

7° Ramp, Standard Divergence
i i iiii i i

oO,
0.61 O. 916 O. 922 O. 929 0.880 0.843 0.804
•67 .911 •917 .900 •873 .834 •798
•74 .897 .902 .887 .863 .812 °782
•87 .888 .881 .872 .855 .8o9 •755

1.00 .880 .874 .867 .843 .801 .717
1.20 .877 .874 .863 .842 .791
i. 40 .871 .872 .856 .836 .781
I.60 .871 .872 .856 .836 •777

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE llI.-- THE VARIATION OF RAM-RECOVERY RATIO MEASURED
AFTER DIFFUSION WITH INLET--VELOCITY RATIO FOR

SEVERAL ANGLES OF ATTACK

, J ,,, , , ,

5° Ramp, Standard Divergence

o0
0.52 0,887 0,883 - - - 0,867 0.799
.61 ,889 .898 0.887 .867 - - - .783
.67 ,886 - - -
,7}+ .860 .869 .897 .831 •747
.87 .827 .831 .821 .798 .688

i,00 .800 ,801 •7 97 .781 .640
i.20 .766 .767 .760 .743 •5 98
1.40 .717 .724 .713 .701 .555
I.60 .670 .676 .662 .649 - - -- •509

7° Ramp, Standard Divergence

..... _ _40 _2 ° 0o 2 ° 5° ....9°

0.52 0.890 0.899 0.890 0.862 0.833 0.796
.61 .888 .897 .883 .860 .825 .792
•67 •875 .869
.74 .846 .854 .841 .816 •774 •747
•87 .808 .807 .796 .779 .727 .660

i.oo .778 .779 .769 .751 .696 .583
1.2o .747 .748 .733 .714 .652 .537
1.4o .697 .703 .692 .679 .609 .486
1.60 .659 .659 .638 .618 .557 .455
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TABLE IV.-- TEE VARIATION OF PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ALONG T_E CENTER
LINE OF TEE LIP WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK AND INLET--VELOCITY

RATIO FOR THE 5° RAMP WITH STANDARD DIVERGENCE

c_ = --2 °

Distance

aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, V_/V o
lip lead--

in@ ed@e
tin. ; 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 i.00 i.20 i.40

10.O0 O.67 O.82 - - O.98 i.O0 O.90 O.61 O.05
1

.lO --.20 .03 ---- .40 •71 .88 .98 1.O0
1

.25 --.61 --.39 --- --.02 .32 .54 .76 -93
zZ.5o -. 75 -.57 - - -.29 -.01 .19 .kl .62
1.oo -.67 -.55 .... .36 -.17 -.02 .14 .31
11.50 --.54 --.45 -- -- --.31 --.17 --.07 .06 .19
12.50 --.30 --.29 ---- --.20 --.ii --.04 .04 .12
5 -O0 --.14 --.ll ---- --.06 --.02 .Ol .04 .09
7.50 -.07 -.o5 - - -.02 .oi .02 .05 .08

2 . 10 • 98 • 93 -- -- .72 • 34 --. 12 --. 89 --1.99
2 .25 .84 .75 -- .45 -.02 -.54 -1.36 -2.50
2 .50 .68 .59 ---- .27 --.19 --.68 --1.42 -2.42
21.00 .55 .45 ---- .15 --.28 --.72 --1.37 -2.24
21.50 .48 .40 ---- i0 --.31 --.73 --i.34 -2.17
22.50 .46 •39 ---- [ii --.26 --.65 --1.21 --1.88
25.00 .52 .45 ---- .23 --.07 ---39 --.88 --1.50
27.50 .64 .58 ---- -39 .13 --.13 --.52 --1.03

i Outside Contour
2 Inside Contour
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TABLE IV.-- Continued.

_= 00

Distance
aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, VI/V o

lip lead-
ing edge

(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

10.00 ---- 0.78 ---- 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.67 0.12
i .i0 ---- --.05 ---- .35 .68 .84 .99 1.00
i .25 ---- --.49 ---- --.09 .26 .47 .82 .91
I .50 ---- --.68 -- -- ---37 -.i0 .ii .36 .57
11.00 ---- --.65 ---- --.45 -.27 --.ii .08 .25
ii.50 --- --.55 ---- --.40 -.27 --.15 .13
12.50 ---- --.36 ---- --.27 -.19 --.12 --.02 .07
15.00 - -- --.18 ---- --.12 -.i0 --.07 -.02 .02
17.50 ---- --.13 ---- --.I0 --.08 --.05 --.01 ----

_r

.i0 ---- .93 ---- .57 .37 --.08 --.85 --1.94

.25 ---- .75 ---- .40 --.01 --.49 --1.31 --2.46

.50 ---- .59 ---- .27 --.19 --.64 --1.40 -2.40
21.00 ---- .49 ---- .14 --.28 --.69 --1.36 -2.25
21.50 ---- .43 ---- .09 --.33 --.71 --1.34 --2.17
22.50 .-- .42 ---- .i0 --.28 .63 --1.21 --1.95
25.O0 ---- .46 -- -- .22 --.08 --.38 --.87 --1.51
27.50 ---- •58 ---- •39 .13 --.12 --.51 --i.03

i Outside Contour _(A_
2 Inside Contour

coNFiD I m
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TABLE IV.-- Concluded.

a,= 2°

Distance .....

aft of Inlet-Velocity Ratio, V.,/Vo
lip lead ............

in_ edge
(In.) O.54 o.61 o.67 O.74 o.87 I.o0 1.2o 1.4o

_0.O0 O.71 o.79 - - O.97 i.o0 O.9& O.68 o.16
i .l0 -.19 -.06 - - •33 .62 .80 •97 i.O0
i .25 -. 65 -.51 - -- --.14 .18 .41 .68 .87
i .50 -.84 -. 73 - - -.44 --.18 •03 •29 •51
ii.oo -.8o -.72 -- -.52 -.34 -.2o -- .18
11.50 --.68 --.61 ---- --.48 --.34 --.24 --.09 .06
12.50 --.47 --.44 ---- --.36 --.27 --.20 --.ii --.01
15.00 i--.27 --.25 -- -- --.22 --.18 --.16 --.ii --.05
_7.5o --.22 --.21 ---- --.18 --.16 --.14 --.12 --.08

2 .i0 -97 .93 ---- .72 .38 --.03 --.83 -2.88
2 .25 .80 .74 ---- .43 .O1 --.45 --1.24 -2.41
2 .50 .64 .60 ---- .25 --.18 --.60 --1.40 -2.28
21.oo •50 •43 - - .12 -.28 -.69 -1.38 -2.21
21.50 .44 .37 ---- .08 --.31 --.66" --1.33 -2.13
22.50 •43 •37 ---- .i0 --.25 --.59 --i.21 --i.93
25.00 .50 .46 - - .22 -.06 -.34 -.86 -1.47
_7. 50 .62 •57 ---- •37 .13 --.09 --.51 --i.O0

10utside aontour
2Inside Contour

CONFIDENTIAL
/
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TABLE V.-- THE VARIATION OF PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ALONG THE CENTER
LINE OF THE LIP WIT_ ANGLE OF ATTACK AND INLET--VELOCITY

RATIO FOR THE 7° RAMP WITH STANDARD DIVERGENUE

........ I , ,,, , ,

C_= --2O

Distance
aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, vJv o

lip lead .....
ing edge

(in. ) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

10.00 - -- 0.94 0.99 0.92 0.95 O.80 0.34 -. 29
i .i0 ---- •34 •49 .61 .84 •95 i.O0 •95
1 .25 ---- --.05 .i0 .23 •47 •69 •89 •98
i .50 ---- --.30 --.19 --.08 .14 •34 •57 •73
11"00 ---- ---37 --.29 --.21 --.06 .09 .28 .34
11.50 ---- --.31 --.26 --.21 --.08 .02 .16 .29
12.50 ---- --.21 --.16 --.13 --.06 .02 .ii .20
15.O0 ---- --.05 --.04 --.05 --.Ol •03 .12 .Le
z7.50 - - --.02 -.01 ---- .01 .03 .07 .98

2 .i0 ---- .82 -73 .56 .16 --.34 --i.32 --2.42
2 .25 ---- .60 .44 .27 --.19 --.81 --1.74 --2.85
2 .50 -- -- •45 .30 .ii --.30 --.80 --i.69 -2.65
21-00 -- -- .35 .21 .04 --.34 ---77 --1.55 -2.26
21.50 - -- •32 •19 •03 --.34 --,75 --i.47 -2.14
22.50 - - .67 .22 .04 --.25 -.63 -1.20 -1.85
25.00 ---- .47 .37 .25 --.03 --.34 --.87 --1.43

27.50 ---- .55 .45 .34 .i0 --.16 ,.63 --1.13

10utside Contour

21nside Contour

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE V.-- Continued.

el= 00

Distance

aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, Vx/V o
lip lead-
ing edge

(in. ) O. 54 O. 61 O. 67 O. 74 O.87 i.O0 1.20 i.40

_0.O0 ---- O.93 O.99 I.O0 0.98 O.83 O.44 --.19
i .i0 ---- .26 .44 .99 .82 .99 1.00 .99

•29 ---- --.17 .02 .18 .45 .64 .85 .98
i .50 ---- --.43 --.28 --.14 •09 .28 •50 •69
I1.O0 .... .48 --.38 --.28 --.12 .02 .20 •38
11.50 ---- -.43 --.39 --.28 --.15 --.04 .09 .23
z2.90 ---- --.30 --.25 --.20 --.12 --.04 .05 .14
15.oo - - -.14 -.13 -.12 -.07 -.03 .02 .07
7.90 - - -.ii -.08 -.08 -.06 -.03 -.oi .29

a .I0 ---- .84 •72 •96 .16 --.32 --I.19 --2.31
a .25 ---- •63 .46 .26 --.21 --.73 --1.63 --2.77
2 .50 ---- .47 .30 .I0 --.33 --.80 --1.60 -2.98
21.00 --- .37 .21 .03 -.37 -.79 -1.48 -2.27
21.50 - - .33 .18 .01 -.37 -.75 -1.41 -2.12
a2.50 ---- •36 .22 .06 --.28 --.63 --i.14 --i.82
25. O0 ---- •48 •37 •23 --.04 --.34 --.83 --i.40
27.50 ---- .56 .45 .33 .09 --.17 ---59 --i.i0

i Outside Contour
2 Inside Contour

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE V.-- Concluded.

_= 2 °

Distance
aft of Inlet--VelocityRatio, VI/V o

lip lead-
ing edge

(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

lO.O0 ---- 0.93 0.98 1.00 0.97 0.83 0.45 --.17
i .I0 ---- .26 .42 .58 .77 .92 .99 .98
i .25 ---- --.18 --.03 .14 .38 .60 .82 .94

•50 ---- --.46 --.33 --.20 .02 .22 .45 .64
Ii.00 ---- --.55 --.45 --.35 --.20 --.04 .13 .31
ii.50 ---- --.49 --.43 --.35 --.24 --.12 .02 .15
_2.50 ---- --.37 --.32 --.27 --.20 --.12 --.03 .07
_5.00 - - -.23 -.22 -.20 -.16 -.ii -.08 -.02
_7.50 ---- --.19 --.18 --.17 --.15 --.12 --.i0 --.06

2 .i0 ---- .80 .69 .53 .19 --.31 --1.20 --2.29
2 .25 ---- .58 .43 .23 --.17 --.71 --1.65 -2-77
2 .50 ---- .42 .27 .07 --.30 --.79 --1.62 --2.58
21.00 ---- .32 .18 .00 --.34 --.77 --1.48 -2.27
21.50 ---- .30 .15 --.02 --.33 -.74 --1.42 -2.11
22.50 ---- .33 .20 .04 --.24 --.61 --1.14 --1.80
25.00 ---- .46 .35 .23 --.01 --.31 --.87 --1.39
27. P0 ---- .53 .43 .32 .12 --.15 --.59 --I.i0

lOutslde Contour
21nside Contour

CONFIDENTIAL
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J

TABLE VI.-- q_LEVARIATION OF PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ALONG T_E CENTER
LINE OF THE LIP WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK AND IHLET--VELOCITY

RATIO FOR THE 9_!O RAMP WITH STANDARD DIVERGENCE

C_ = --2 O

Distance

aft of Inlet-Velocity Ratio, VI/V o
lip lead-
ing edge

(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.O0 1.20 1.40

_o.oo o.98 1.oo 1.oo o.98 o.84 o.57 -.03 -.92
i .i0 .50 .62 •73 .81 .94 i.O0 •98 .82

.25 .ii .25 -37 .48 .68 .83 .97 1.00

.5o -.16 -.o5 .o6 .16 .34 .51 .71 .84
11.00 --.26 --.19 --.ii --.03 .ii .24 .41 .55
11.50 --.24 --.18 --.12 --.07 .04 .14 .28 .40
12.50 --.15 --.ll --.07 --.03 .03 .lO .20 .28
15.00 --.04 --.03 --.02 .01 .04 .07 .13 .17
17.50 --.O1 .O1 .02 .02 .04 .07 .lO .12
2

.i0 •75 .62 .48 •30 --.15 --.75 --i.81
2

.25 • 53 .38 .20 . O1 -. 48 -1.11 -2.16 - -
2 .50 .4l .25 .o9 -.1o -.22 -1.o7 -l.98
21.00 .35 .21 .06 --.ii --.47 --.94 --1.66 --2.48
21.50 .35 ..21 .07 --.08 --.42 --.86 --1.52 -2.19
22.50 .41 .28 .15 .Ol --.30 --.64 --i.25 --i.99
5.O0 •55 .44 .34 .20 --.04 -- 37 -. 89 --i.51
7.50 .63 .53 .43 .32 .i0 --.18 --.65 --i.21

Z0utside Contour _

2Inside Contour

CONFIDENTIAL
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TABLE VI.-- Continued.

= 00

Distance ]
aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, VI/V o
lip lead-- -,
ing edge
(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

lO.O0 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.88 0.71 0.04 --1.03
i .I0 .45 .58 .69 .78 .98 -99 1.00 .82
l

.25 .05 .18 .31 .43 .64 .77 .96 1.00
i .5o -.24 -.13 -.o2 .o8 .29 .42 .68 .85
11.00 --.35 --.28 --.18 --.12 .04 .15 -37 .53
i1.50 -.32 -.27 -.20 -.15 -.03 .06 .23 .38
12.5o -.23 -.19 -.14 -.Ii -.03 .03 .14 .24
15.00 --.12 --.ii --.07 --.07 --.03 .01 .O7 .12
17.50 --.08 --.O7 --.06 --.05 --.03 --.01 .03 .07

2 .i0 -75 .63 .50 -33 --.12 --.52 --1.77 ----
2 .25 -53 .38 .21 .03 --.45 --.88 -2.13 ----
2 .50 .41 .25 .i0 --.08 --.51 --.88 --i.96
21.00 .35 .21 .07 --.I0 --.47 --.78 --1.68 -2.69
21.50 .36 .21 .07 --.08 --.43 --.72 --1.52 -2.55
22.50 .41 .28 .15 .01 --.30 --.53 --1.25 -2.16
25.00 .56 .44 .34 .21 --.04 --.26 --.88 --1.65
27.50 .64 .53 .43 .33 .i0 --.08 --.64 --1.33

10utside Contour
2Inside Contour

CONFIRENTIAL
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TABLE VI.-- Concluded.

c_= 2O

Distance

aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, VI/V o

llp lead-

ing edge

(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87" 1.00 1.20 1.40

10.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.88 0.64 0.08 -0.98

.lO .48 .58 .67 •75 .90 •98 •99 .82

•25 .03 .16 .26 .38 58 76 92 1.00
I " " "

•50 --.29 18 --.08 .02 .23 .40 .62 .81

11-00 ---43 --.33 --.26 --.18 --.03 .12 .30 .48

_I. 50 --.42 --.33 --.28 --.21 --.ii .Ol .16 •31

_2.50 --.32 --.26 .23 --.18 --.ii --.03 .07 .18

15.00 --.21 --.18 --.17 --.14 --.ii --.07 --.02 .04

_7.50 --.18 --.16 --.15 --.13 --.12 --.09 --.05 --.02

2
.i0 .66 -57 .47 .31 --.08 --.68 --1.732
.25 .41 .31 .18 .01 --.43 --1.05 --2.10 ----

.50 .28 .18 .07 --.I0 --.48 --1.03 --1.94 -- --
1.00 .26 .15 .03 --.ii --.44 --.92 --1.68 -2,69

21.

e2" 50 .28 .16 .05 --.09 --.40 --.84 --i.50 --2.5550 .37 .24 .13 .01 --.28 --.62 --1.23 -2.15

25.00 .53 .41 .32 .21 --.02 --.34 --.86 --1.65

27.50 .58 .46 -39 .30 .ii --.17 --.62 --1.34

lOutslde Contour

2Inslde Contour
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TABLE VII.- THE VARIATION OF PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ALONG THE CENTER
LINE OF THE LIP WITH ANGLE OF ATTACK AND INLET--VELOCITY

RATIO FOR THE 7° RAMP WITH NO DIVERGENCE

c_= -_o

Dis tance
aft of Inlet-VelocityRatio, Vl/Vo

lip lead.....
ing edge

(In.) 0.54 o.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 i.oo 1.2o 1.4o

io.oo .... o.8o o.9o i.oo o.98 o.75 0.27
I .io ..... .oi .19 .54 .78 .96 i.oo
i .25 ..... •43 --.25 .ii .40 .68 .89
i .50 ..... .62 --.48 --.19 .06 .31 °55
11.oo ..... .60 -.50 -.30 -.13 .06 .25
11.5o ..... .49 -.42 -.28 -.15 -.oi .15
12.50 ..... .28 --.27 --.17 --.09 .O0 .ii
15.oo ..... .ii -.o9 -.o4 -.o2 .o2 .o9
17.50 ..... .05 -. 04 -. Ol .02 .03 .07

,, ,

a .i0 ..... .91 .83 .53 .ii --.63 --1.63
a .25 .... .71 .57 .19 -.3o -i.ii -2.16
a .50 .... .51 .37 -.02 -.48 -1.21 --2.14
21.oo .... .34 .20 -.15 -.58 -1.24 -2.03
al. 50 - - .26 .13 -. 21 -. 61 -i. 24 -i. 97
a2.50 .... .24 .ii -.2o -.57 -I. 14 -1.73
25.00 .... .30 .20 --.07 --.34 --.82 --1.39
27.50 .... .42 .33 .IO -.18 -.59 -1.o9

ZOuts_de Contour
2Inside Contour

CONFII_NTIAL
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TABLEVII.-- Continued.

_= 00

DIs tance
aft of Inlet--Velocity Ratio, VI/Vo
lip lead-
ing edge
(in.) 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

10.O0 ---- 0.69 0.81 0.90 1.00 0.99 0.78 0.33
i .i0 ---- --.23 --.03 .14 .50 .74 .95 1.00
i .25 ---- --.68 --.49 --.31 .06 .34 .64 .85
i .50 ---- --.83 --.69 --.56 --.27 --.03 .26 .49
_I.00 ---- --.75 --.66 --.57 --.38 --.23 --.01 .18
11.50 ---- --.63 --.55 --.49 --.35 --.23 --.07 .07
12.50 ---- --.36 --.35 --.34 --.24 --.18 --.06 .03
15.00 ---- --.19 --.17 --.15 --.12 --.i0 --.03 .01
17.50 ---- --.13 --.12 --.i0 --.07 --.07 --.02 .00

2 .i0 ---- .96 .91 .83 .55 .14 --.60 --1.58
2 .25 ---- .78 .69 .58 .2O --.29 --i.iO --2.12

. 2 .50 --- .58 .49 .36 --.02 --.47 --1.22 --2.13
21.00 ---- .40 .31 .CO --.16 --.58 --1.25 -2.04
21.50 ---- .31 .23 .12 --.93 --.62 --1.26 --1.99
22.50 ---- .28 .20 .ii --.22 --.58 --1.16 --1.75
25.00 - - .34 .28 .19 -.08 -.35 -.83 -1.40
27.50 - - .45 .40 .32 .08 -. 18 -. 60 -i. i0

lOutslde Contour2Inside Contour
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TABLE VII.-- Concluded.

_= 2°

Di stance
aft of Inlet-Velocity Ratio, 71 _o
lip lead-
ing edge

(in.,} 0.54 0.61 0.67 0.74 0.87 1.00 1.20 1.40

10.00 ---- 0.71 0.82 0.91 1.00 0.98 0.77 0.35
i .i0 - - -.23 -.03 .13 .47 .72 .93 .99
i .25 ---- --.70 --.50 -.34 .01 .30 .60 .81
i .50 ---- --.88 --.72 --.60 --.33 --.07 .21 .43
11.00 ---- --.82 --.72 --.64 --.45 --.28 --.06 .ll
11.50 ---- --.61 --.61 --.55 --.43 --.29 --.14 .00
12.50 ---- --.46 --.44 --.41 --.32 --.22 --.13 --.04
15.00 ---- --.27 --.24 --.22 --.20 --.16 --.12 --.07
17.50 ---- --.22 --.19 --.19 --.16 --.14 --.12 --.09

t

eO.lO ---- .93 .88 .80 .52 .13 -.63 -1.53
e .25 --- .73 ..64 .52 .16 --.30 --1.13 -2.10
a .50 --- .52 .43 .30 -.05 -.49 -1.25 -2.11
al.O0 ---- .34 .26 .14 --.19 --.59 --1.26 --2.02
21.50 ---- .26 .18 .08 --.26 --.64 --1.28 --1.98
e2.50 ---- .22 .16 .05 --.24 --.58 --1.17 --1.73
25.00 ---- .30 .24 .16 --.09 --.34 --.84 --1.37
27.50 ---- .42 .37 .29 .08 --.17 --.61 --1.07

1Outside Contour

2Inside Contour

CONFI_ENTIAL
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Figure i.-General view of the full-scale model with an NACA submerged entrance.
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" I r---; ,_,:,,r----_ ............ '
............ I i.uJ I _

Entrance rake -Compressor rake

area=O'667 sqft" I I I- " [ area=l.OIS sq ff,
158.251 I

Station 0 164.75 22Z25 289 455
' 7

Duct station I---_ I 7 _ Duct station 2

%1 m-b2',';i...--_.1 .._ _ __

- Exit rake

! area=/462sqft I-- 38.0" -

Note: A// station dimensions are in inches, 0 40

inches

Figure 2.- Schematic drawing showing general arrangement of full-scale mode/ of fighter airplane

with on NACA submerged air intake instolled.
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l Station Radius

0 0
5.22 8.18

10.44 1228
20.89 17.67
41.78 23.51
62.67 27.02
83.56 28.50

160.00 28.50
t I

Station 0 80 160

I I •

A# dimensions are in inches,

Figure 3.- Fuselage nose coordinates. _._
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5 ° Ramp angle 7 °Ramp angle 9 _ Ramp angle _d

Table of coordinatesfor _ b>
standard curved-d/vergingramps Ramp profile I__ _Lip L.E, N

Values for L in inches SecHon A-A of the

X/L _ Ramp L 7O ramp

0 0 5 ° 80.357
7 ° 57.7400.I 0.004

.2 .084 9-_° 42.440 _

.5 :234

.4 .386 5 ° -'° ' ° I-_--X-----"_- _--/ _9_ ---,-A
.5 .534 _ ---_.....

.6 .612 I

I.7 .688

.8 .764 Width of

.9 .842 entrance,

1.0 .917 _--- - ---__ - - -- ---w=19.05 "

5 ° /?amp length, L
---A

Romp plan form

Figure 4.- Coordinates of the standard curved-diverging ramp configurations tested on the full-scale mode/.
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0

T
Width of

y entronce_
w=19.05

(standard 7 ° curved-diverging ramp)

_%o(para/le/-sided romp)

I

Ramp /ength --57.740 'l

To,_leof coordinatesfor the 7 ° voriob/e curved-diverging romps

0%o 20 g 40% 60% 80% 91.7% 96%0 98.7_

0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
•/ 0 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.004
2 0 .0/8 .037 .055 .074 .084 .OB8 .092
.3 0 .051 .I02 .153 .204 .234 .245 .252
.4 0 .084 ./68 .253 .337 .386 .404 .415
.5 0 .116 .233 .349 .466 .534 559 .574

i Linear Lin_ear ' _ " _
L/near Linear Linear L/nearLinear _

I. 0 .200 .400 .600 .800 .917 .960 •987

Figure 5.- The coordinates of the various 7 °romp plan forms tested on the full-scale mode/. •
b>
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Orifice
Locations

All dimensions are in inches

Lip Orifice
I S totions
[ o,oo -c-----
I o.1o
I 0.2_5 ,_

°'_°1 _'

I. O0 -- - --t - -- o_
1.5o

2_.50 ,_
5.00 k
7.50

Figure 6.- Details of the submerged lip.
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(c) 9_2 ramp, standard divergence.

(d) 7° ramp, no divergence.
Figure 7.-- Concluded
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Deflector Coordinates
Forward of Star O0 Aft of Star. O0

L X Y _A X Y
0 1,91 2. 78 0 1,91 2. 78
I0 1,97 2.87 I0 /,88 2.72
20 L94 2.83 20 1.78 2.59
30 1.88 2.72 30 1.59 2.31
40 1.78 2.58 40 1.40 2.02
50 1.52 2.20 50 1.19 1.73

!60 1.26 1.83 60 .90 1.30
'70 .92 1.34 70 .66 .60
80 .59 .79 80 .38 .54
90 .22 .32 90 .14 .20

I00 .00 .00 I00 .00 .00

R_mp L A28.87 21.65
9½° 21.21 21.65

R=O.15 Y

All dimensions are in inches

Figure 8.- Coordinates of deflectors tested.
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..............................NACA ......,_,_"......

..........................................................

(a) 7° ramp, standard divergence.
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Figure I0.-Pressure rake at the submerged
entrance (duct station I).
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LO0

@ 11/

@" .8o "" \ _--

.70 " _--9_ ramp

.60

a .5.0

.40
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

v,
Inlet- Velou/ty Ratio, %

f;) Standard curved-diverging rumps

ZOO ' , , '
r987_ D/verg/hg ramp

._9,6_ I __L___.L-_._ . __
0

rump)

_" .80 / ."" ¢-8o_
_: / _---_o_

//_ ,_-40_
.70

_o / -_o_
I .50

• 40 i
0 2 .4 .6 .8 ZO 12 /.4 L6 L8 2.0

Inlet- Veloc/Ty Rat�o, V,o

(b) T ° variab/e curved-d/verg/ng ramps

Figure 12.- The var/ut/on of entrance ram-recovery ratio w/Th inlet-
velocity ratio for several entrance conh'gurations, _=-2.°
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I. O0

_- i"--5°ramp, standard divergence

_ .90 _ /"..-_-7 ° ramp standard divergence
I I __ /-- 9_ ° rampj standard divergence

I

° 1"_ 7 ° ramp, no divergence

I .60

oc

.50
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0 /.2 L 4 /,6 1,8 2.0

vl
In/el - Velocity Ratio,

Figure 13.- The variation of ram-recovery ratio, measured after diffusion, with in/el-
velocity ratio for several entrance configurations, _=-2.°
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1.00

.80

•_ .70

.6o

_ .50 ,

.40
0 20 40 60 80 I00 120

lb

Inlet Dynamic Pressure, HI -p/ , -_-qft

Figure. 14.- Internal duct efficiency determined from o
bench test with entrance.nozzle installed.
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1.00

.80

_..70

io
_. o --9¥ ramp, standard divergence

c_ .60 n _7 ° romp, standard divergence

<>--5 ° ramp, standard divergence

A- 7 o ramp, no divergence
.50 --- Bench test with entrance nozzle

.40 I
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

vl
Inlet - Velocity Ratio, "_o

Figure 15.- Comparison of experimental duct efficiencies

for various entrance configurations, a =-2T
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LO0
7 ° standard l ] I--T--

_, Entrance ram-recover
.90

01 I

_=: I:_ ,80
I
E _ .70

.60

"o .50

.40

t I I
Ib30"' _"I:_

I "_ .20

• .10
c3 oL)

0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 Z2 L4 1.6 L8

vl
Inlet- Velocity Ratio, _o

Figure 16.- Effect of duct loss on tom-recovery rotio
otter diffusion, a=-2._
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1.00

.90 t

,

_ .6O .

OC .50 -. x
I _ _a"
E

o _ c_- 9_° ramp, standard divergence
oc .40 --D 8 _ - 7 ° ramp, standard divergence

0 8 _>- 5° ramp, standard divergence
z_8,/( - 7° ramp, no divergence

.30 .ely,ira -
1.40 V_/v,

.20
- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 I0

An_le of Attack, oc, de_rees

Figure 17.- Variation of ram-recovery ratio, measured
after diffusion, with ong/e of attack for various en-
trance configurations.
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1.00 1 1 I I , I

ele _-_-_-c____..__/_Def/ectorson

I _ -a_. "_'_'" ",-Def/_e
.90 - I

S _" c,orsoff"_ .80 "- -

_._k /- Deflectors on

Deflectors off "c
.60 I

o at _- Measured at thel entrancelI 5 0

[] at_- Measured after diffusion
.4o I I I

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO 1.2 1.4 L6 /.8 2.0

Inlet- Velocity Ratio_ _o

(a) 7° ramp, standard divergence

 .ooII_° .90

gc • % _- Deflectors off
_'_'_,,_f Deflectors onb .70

o Deflectors off _7
13

_c .60 ,
I o at _ -Measured at the entrance
E .50 nat d-Measured after diffusion
o_

.40 I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO L2 1.4 L6 L8 2.0

Inlet - Velocity Ratio, v,-¢o
9_ ramp, standard divergence.(b) '°

Figure 18.- The effect of deflectors on ram-recovery ratio, a=-2.°
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uooo3o

.,2

.0020 Z3CD= Co deflectors on.- CO deflectors off
E

"E)'@I

_ 0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

V,
Inlet- Velocity Ratio, v_

Figure 19.- The increment of uirplune drug coused by the uddition of
=o

deflectors to the stondurd 7°romp on one side of the fuseluge, (z=-2.°
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/2

I.I

1.0

o--- Full-scale data, normal boundary layer
•9 -- _--- Full-scale data, thickened boundary layer --

Small- scale data, normal boundary layer
.8 (ref. I)

i
.Z I

C_ . 6

- /_: .5 ,
I

_ .3

/"/j

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
Ram- Recovery Raho _ H-- Po

Ho--p o

Figure 20.- Comparison of full-scale normal and thick-
ened boundary /over with the small-scale boundary
layer measured on the basic fuselage at the entrance
station, a---2°.
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LO0

.9o __z _"
_ .8o--_

o .60
q)
O< o-Normal boundary layer
i .50 []-Thickened boundary layer--E

I I I
.4..On .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 L8 2.0

Inlet-Velocity Ratio, _

(a) 7°ramp, standard divergence

LO0

°1;'' .90 -,

.80 -_- •

/o .60

O< .50 -- o - Normal boundary layer
' _ - Thickened boundary layer --E

oc .40
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO L2 L4 L6 L8 2.0

v,
Inlet-Velocity Ratio, Vo

(b) 7°ramp, no divergence.

Figure 2L- The variation of ram-recovery ratio, measured after
diffusion, with in/et-ve/ocity ratio for two boundary-/ayer condi-
tions, a=2. °
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,,- I.__.C i____ _ D ,'.
._ 8o _ ao

.zo _ .zo
.6o _ .6oI I I

o- Full-scale data __ _ .50 o - Full-scale data
Q: .50 -- m-Small-scale data i -- [] -._mall-scale data --i

.4o.° , , , , , _ .+o I I I i IO_ .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 OC 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 t.0 L2 1.4 1.6
vo

Inlet- Velocity Ratio _ _ Inlet- Velocity Ratio,

(a) 5 ° romp, stondord divergence. (b) 7°romp, stondord divergence.

_ _le_l.OO

LO0

I a

_ .70 _ .70

.60 I 8 _/" I
Q: _ t o- Full-scale dataa .50 _ o-Full-scale data __ o_ .50 --E [] - Sma#-scale data i [] - Small-scale data

L = I I I _.4o_ , n i i iQ: "400 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 L4 1.6 oc .2 .4 .6" .8 LO 1.2 L4 L6

Inlet- Velocity Ratio, _o Inlet- Velocity Ratio, _o

(cJ 9_ ° romp, stondord divergence. (d) 7 ° romp, no divergence.

Figure 22.- Comparison of the entrance rom-recovery ratio of the full-scole

model at oc=-2 ° with thor of the smoll-scole mode/ (reference I).
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-3,0

CL _- V_/Vo= 1.4
-2.0 _"_--.

o -I.0 / -.73

0 __z i/I
1., _>

1,0
0 LO 2.0 3.0 4.0 5 0 5.0 Z 0 8.0

D/stance aft of/ip /eadin_ edge, inches

(a) Lip inner surface

_-2.0 J i
._ i-VJvo -22

_-I,Oj_ f_.61

0 1.0 2,0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 8.0

Distance aft of/ip/eadin_ edge, inches

(b) Lip outer surface.

Figure 25.- The pressure distribution over the center /ine

of the /ip of various in/et-ve/oc/ty ratios for the 7 °

standord curve d- diverging ramp, a=-z_.
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1.0

o 8 d-9_°romp, stondord divergence __o .4
[] _-7 ° romp, stondord divergence
o _ 6- 5 ° romp,stondord divergence

2 a 81(- 7°romp, no divergence*

__ lip inner surface
--- lip outer surface-0

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 L4 1.6 L8 2.0
vl

Inlet - Velocity Ratio _ 70

Figure 24.- Voriotion of critico/ Moch number o/ong the center line of the lip with
inlet velocity, o_=-2.°
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--.3

-.2

c_-.I -- -.__
N

o __
0

.I _ __ tu"

.2 -- _--

c-_o ramp, standard divergence_- _- romp, standard divergence _o
.3 o- 5 ° romp, standard divergence

z_- 7 ° romp, no divergence I
--- Basic fuse/age.4

96 88 80 72 64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8 0 -8

Distance forward of lip leadin_ e@% inches
#

=o
Figure 25.- The pressure distribuh'on o/ong the center //ne of various romps at in/et-ve/ocity ratio of 074. >
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